
BARNY RD
FUN

Barnyard Fun is a fast moving game for children. It challenges the memoryusing
familiar farm animals hiding behind barns. It is an easy game to play and a difficult
game to master.
This game will provide hours of fun for

your children. It is always a challenge.
Can you do it lfl twelve tries? Can you
remember which animal is behind L-
which barn? You and your child will
lind yourselves trying to outsmart w (=1 __|
each other. This is a rare game, one
that both adults and children can
play together. Ages 4-8.
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B A R N Y A R D F U N

BARNYARD FUN is a fast moving game for children. It challenges
the memory using familiar farm animals hiding behind barns. It
is an easy game to play and a difficult game to master.

This game will provide hours of fun for your children, as well
as adults. It is always a challenge. Can you do it in twelve
tries? Can you remember which animal is behind which barn?
You and your child will find yourselves trying to outsmart
each other. This is a rare game, one that both adults and
children can play and enjoy together.

O B J E C T I V E

The objective of the game, is to find the animals behind the
barns in as few tries as possible. when you have successfully
found five animals, the computer will tell you how many tries
it took you.

T O P L A Y

To begin the game the computer will display the following:

Do you want:

1 Beginner

2 Intermediate

3 Advanced

Press the number you want and then press "ENTER". The game you
selected will now come on the
in the upper left hand corner
1 through 8. Wait a while

screen. Eight barns will appear
of the screen. They are numbered
and an animal will appear on the

right side of the screen. You must try to guess which barn is
hiding what animal. If you are wrong, the computer will beep.
If you are right, the computer will play a song and place the
animal in the lower portion of the screen. If the next animal
results in a wrong guess, the computer beeps and subtracts an
animal from the bottom of the screen.

The beginner version has four animals. A gray horse, a white
rabbit, a red rooster and a dark yellow duck are hiding behind
the barns. It also is possible that one of the animals is not
hiding behind any of the barns. In this version, animals are
not subtracted during a wrong guess.



The intermediate version is the same as the beginner version,
except animals are subtracted with a wrong guess.

The advanced version of the game has four animals. They each
come in two colors. There is a red and a gray horse, a red
and a white rooster, a black and a white rabbit, and a dark
yellow and a light yellow duck. There is a different animal
behind each barn. In all other aspects, this version is just
like the Intermediate version.
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WARRANTY

American Software Design and Distribution Company does not
warrant that the program or other material will be free from
error or will meet the specific requirements of the user. The
user assumes complete responsibility for any and all decisions
made or actions taken based on information obtained from this
program or other materials which are made available solely on
an "as-is" basis.

American Software Company's warranty covers malfunction due to
defective materials or construction. This warranty is void if
the hardware has been damaged by accident or unreasonable use,
neglect, improper service or other causes not arising out of
defects in material or construction. This warranty is in
effect for three (3) months from the date of purchase by the
consumer.

Some states, do not allow the exclusion or limitations of
implied warranties or consequential damages, so the above
stated limitations or exclusions may not apply to you in those
states.
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